
PZero makes surgical masks in a Los Angeles cleanroom facility with the highest 
quality materials. The most important part of the face mask -- the middle �ltration 
layer called meltblown -- is made in the USA. We test our masks regularly with 
laboratories that follow strict FDA testing guidelines.

Our unique EARBAND mask is designed for long-term wearing without fatigue. 
Unlike narrow earloops that can hurt the ears after less than a half-hour of wear, our 
earband masks take pressure away from a single point. So people who need to keep 
their masks on all day will not have ear fatigue from long-term wear.

For the �rst time since we began manufacturing in the USA, we are o�ering domes-
tically-made surgical - grade face masks available at wholesale quantities.

Priority Protection for Our Front Line

www.pzerousa.com
Inquiries: sales@pzerousa.com
(213) 900-0058

Protection you can trust 

High quality 

More comfortable 

Made in the USA 

FM20PZ00B.
Earbands provides long-term
Level 2 protection 

FM20PZ110.
Classic Earloop with blue 
outer layer
Level 2 protection 

Description Color Item # Qty MIN

Procedure Mask - Level 1, 3 Ply, Ear Loop

Procedure Mask - Level 1, 3 Ply, Ear Loop

Blue

White
24 CASES

(48,000 PCS) 

FM20PZ210

FM20PZ200

50ea/bx, 40bx/cs

50ea/bx, 40bx/cs

Procedure Mask - 3 Ply, Ear Band White FM20PZ00B 50ea/bx, 40bx/cs
($0.20EA)

* OVER 100,000 PCS            20% DISCOUNT
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